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IBHE puts ball in universities’ court

By Christy Gutowski
Administration Writer

CHICAGO — The Illinois Board of Higher Education approved a resolution Tuesday that gives power back to state universities in choosing the priority of its programs and goals.

At the same time, the IBHE is asking for the direct power to make program cuts.

The resolution calls for each college and university to engage their campus community in full consideration of the recommendations that 190 programs be cut statewide, including 24 at SIUC. The cuts represent 12 percent of state universities’ programs.

The resolution states that recommendations of comparable scope by individual universities may be used as alternative considerations.

Richard Wagner, executive director of IBHE, said the resolution reaffirms the board’s call for reinvestment of higher education’s most important priorities.

“It reaffirms that reinvestment must come about by focusing on each institution’s distinctive mission, setting priorities which complement those missions, and a credible problem can act on. IBHE chairman Arthur Quem also set two conditions on the resolution to make sure universities comply with POP, that if the IBHE budget recommendations will depend on what universities do, and that the IBHE can make program cuts itself.

Quem recommended the board ask the Illinois General Assembly for the power to eliminate programs. IBHE already has the power to begin new program initiatives, so the additional authority would be natural and appropriate, Quem said.

He anticipates the request will be granted by the spring session. The added authority is being requested to ensure universities will continue to evaluate programs as the POP initiative calls for.

“I believe strongly that leaders of higher education can make those choices,” Quem said. “But I do not believe the intensity has been there in the past, and it adds to the challenge of the future.”

He said many people feel the see IBHE, page 6

Student loans burden deficit — SIUC profs

By John McCedd
Politics Writer

As student loans become a more popular financial aid option for middle-income students, they increase the burden on the national deficit, SIUC political science professors say.

Diana King, spokeswoman for the financial aid office, said loans for middle-income students have become more popular financial aid options, enabling students to cope with financial problems.

She said middle-income students are targeted because they ordinarily could not secure sizable government grants.

But political science professors said such loan programs would create the likelihood for a national debt increase, based on the weak economy and the amount of loan defaults, which presently stands at $1.8 billion annually.

“When the economy is bad, you expect more people to default on student loans, for the same reason you’ll see more personal bankruptcies,” said John Foster, SIUC professor of political science. “Because loans are government insured, they can add to the national deficit if they aren’t paid back.”

King said middle-income loans are different because they do not require students to show financial need similar to that required of Pell Grant recipients.

She said middle income loans see LOANS, page 6

Gus Bode

Dream weaver

Anita Hayden, weaves a rug on an antique loom Tuesday morning at the Southern Sisters Workshop. Hayden said it takes about 3 to 4 hours to produce a rug.

Staff Photo by Seokyoung Lee

U.N. demands U.S. lift embargo against Cuba

Los Angeles Times

UNITED NATIONS—The United States found itself embarrassed and deserted by its allies Tuesday as the U.N. General Assembly voted by a wide margin to demand the lifting of the latest American economic embargo against Fidel Castro’s Cuba.

The vote favored the Cuban resolution by 159-3 with 71 abstentions. Only Israel and Romania supported the United States. America’s NATO allies like Canada, France and Spain voted with Cuba. Such staunch friends as Britain, Germany and Belgium would do no more than abstain.

Even Russia, so neecful of American aid, only abstained.

Resolutions of the General Assembly, unlike those of the Security Council, are not binding in international law. But the vote amounted to a smarting sable for a country that has dominated the United Nations since the end of the Cold War.

Friends joined enemies in supporting Cuba because of their anger over the Cuban Democracy Act of 1992, which expands the total U.S. embargo on trade with see CUBA, page 10

Clinton to have economic brainstorm session

Los Angeles Times

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — President-elect Bill Clinton will invite more than 100 experts and average American “stakeholders” to an economic brainstorming session Dec. 14, 15 here to “put meat on the bones” of his economic plan, aides said Tuesday.

Offering new details of the much-discussed conference, aides said it would be loosely structured and intended to draw comment on all the particulars of Clinton’s economic platform, from investment tax credits, to job creation, to worker retraining programs. Aides emphasized that the gathering would not alter the broad outline of Clinton’s program, but could shape some details of the plans he submits to Congress next year, aides said.

“This is assessment; it’s input,” said Mickey Kantor, the former Clinton campaign chairman who is organizing the conference. “It’s part of a continuing process of learning and analyzing what’s going into our program.”

Aides plan to present Clinton a master list of thousands of possible participants by the Thanksgiving see CLINTON, page 6

Cagers geared up for season’s 2nd exhibition game

U.S. Forest Service considers Shawnee projects

—Story on page 3

Many students got out of town early for Thanksgiving

—Story on page 3

Opinion

—See page 4

Health

—See page 7

Bullimics, anorexics come face-to-face with Thanksgiving

—See page 11

High 50s

—Story on page 7

Cagers geared up for season’s 2nd exhibition game

—Story on page 16
Salukis to take on Athletes in Action

Over Thanksgiving break, the Saluki basketball will play an exhibition game against Athletes in Action at 7:05 p.m. Nov. 27 at the Arena.

The Athletes in Action team, which was founded in 1966, has a long earned reputation of being one of the top amateur teams in the world. Besides the men's basketball team, AIA also has a women's team, which started in 1989. AIA also fields full-time teams in track and field and wrestling.

The AIA men's basketball team, which was started in 1966, has compiled a record of 925 wins and 465 losses for a winning percentage of 67 percent since its existence. AIA has five returning players from last season and six newcomers to the team.

Leading the returnees is fourth-year guard Michael Porter, who averaged 11.1 points a game last year. Six-eleven Craig Sidle will anchor the middle, while second-year forward Sherman Williams, who averaged 9.1 rebounds last season, again looks to control the boards.

AIA will deal with the loss of Lorenza Romar, the third year co-coach, as well as the fourth-year guard. AIA, Romar, who averaged 24.4 points a game last season and coached the team with Dave Lower, took an assistant coaching job at UCLA.

The 1991-92 season included wins over NCAA Final Four participant Cincinnati and NIT Final Four members Florida, Utah and Notre Dame.

The game is a part of a blossoming athletic ministry of Campus Crusade for Christ, which most known as AIA, is formed with a four-fold objective: win athletes to Christ, build them in their faith and knowledge of Christ, equip them for ministry, and send them in turn, to help win, build, train and send others.

Celtics dive bomb to last without Bird

The Washington Post

It was a marque franchise in the 1980s. It is the premier franchise in NBA history. And it is in trouble.

Welcome to Life Without Larry. The plight of the Boston Celtics is that of every great team. Eventually, money gets you old. They are traded or they retire. And now the Celtics are grabbing handfuls of dirt on a slippery slide down. They are in last place in the Atlantic Division, with a 2-8 record after Monday night's loss to Atlanta, the worst start since you know, since the year before Bird arrived in 1976.

It's not just that Bird is gone, though that's an obvious loss. Robert Parish is 39 years old and is looking it. Kevin McHale can't make a shot. And the kids who are supposed to come to the rescue haven't. Dee Brown looks nothing like that rookie who shot his eyes and won the slam dunk contest in 1991.

Forward Rick Fox is looking over his shoulder at every turn and trying to do too much. Xavier McDaniel has been good, but not great. Everyone wishes John Bagley, who played so well at the point for the Celtics during the stretch last season, was around, but he wasn't re-signed. And Brown and Sherman Douglas are running things.

And Reggie Lewis is playing hurt, and not playing well. His quadriceps aren't right. One is about 90 percent, the other 75. Parish and McHale may yet round into shape; they're allowed the benefit of the doubt. The Celtics need Lewis to be the big-time player he was last season, when he scored 28 a game during the playoffs.

Coach Chris Ford doesn't think Lewis is feeling the pressure of being the hei apparent. "He's beyond that at this point," Ford said. "He isn't afraid to take the big shot. He did it all last year. If we're struggling he's come over in the middle of the game and said, "Run this play when we go back. He feels he has a comfort zone to do that. That's one of the few things in Beantown that fits as it used to.

Gym manager claims Bowe's forgotten roots

Newsday

NEW YORK — When heavyweight boxing champion Riddick Bowe returned to New York Tuesday, he didn't stop by the Bedford-Stuyvesant boxing center where he learned his craft as an amateur.

Henry "Hot Pepper" Brent, a former flyweight champion who heads the center where Bowe launched his career in 1981, said he has left countless messages with Bowe and his manager, Rock Newman, to no avail.

"Rock Newman is isolating Bowe from the people he was with all his life," charged Brent, who is angered that Bowe did not return to his Brooklyn base after winning the Nov. 11 title fight against former heavyweight champion Evander Holyfield.

"This should have been his first stop," said Bowe. He has made several national appearances before returning today to Brooklyn.

Brent, 34, said he is also upset that many of the stops for Bowe Tuesday have been canceled. He said he learned of the cancellations through Bowe's publicist, Kelly Swanson.

Swanson, however, blamed the center for the cancellation, saying its management wanted a hand in controlling all of Bowe's activities for the day. Bowe was originally scheduled to stop by the gym at 3 p.m.

"We invited them to participate," Swanson said. "Bowe could have come back and recognized them. They were part of the gym."

Swanson also suggested the anger is misplaced.

"He fought 30 times before the heavyweight championship and they weren't there," she said. "Why all of a sudden does he want them a phone call?"

UCLA's smallest Bruin heights team power

Los Angeles Times

NEW YORK—Tyus Edney was given a nickname, courtesy of former teammate Don MacLean, after the popular-address announcer at Louisville's Freedom Hall had mangled Edney's name last season.

He is known to his teammates as Russ, short for Ty-Russ.

UCLA's sophomore point guard is also known as "Roadrunner," as much because of his affinity for the cartoon character of the same name as for the characteristics he shares with it: quickness, cleverness and classlessness.

By any name, the smallest Bruins—Edney is listed at 5-foot-10 and 145 pounds—might be the one that Coach Jim Harrick could least afford to lose.

Russ never sleeps, quarter-hacking the Bruins' offense at one end of the floor and spearheading the defense at the other. Edney has led the Bruins to Madison Square Garden, where they will play Seton Hall Wednesday night in the semifinals of the presaison National Invitation Tournament.

Edney's all-around play sparked a 68-54 first-round victory over St. Louis last Wednesday night, and his free throws for four seconds to play Friday night gave the Bruins a 73-72 quarterfinal victory over Texas El Paso.

Not wanting to offend anyone in see BRUIN, page 15
Sanctions remain intact — The U.N. Security Council Tuesday rejected “threats, allegations and attacks” from Iraq following a decision the previous day not to lift sanctions against the Baghdad government. The council issued a statement Wednesday demanding Iraq’s surrender to the United Nations’ ioctl to bring peace and stability to the region, and that Iraq cooperate with the Security Council. The United Nations’ General Secretary Boutros Ghali would be required to collect the member states’ views by mid-year and prepare a report as the basis for a comprehensive debate at the next General Assembly.

Assembly resolution circulates — A draft Assembly resolution circulated Tuesday at U.N. headquarters in New York foresees a survey of all 179 U.N. members next year on whether to bring Japan, Sweden and Germany into the Security Council as permanent members. U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Ghali would be required to collect the member states’ views by mid-year and prepare a report as the basis for a comprehensive debate at the next General Assembly.

Experts play down concern — Norwegian experts played down concern about radiation leaks from a radionuclide submarine off the coast of Norway despite warnings by American and Soviet scientists. ABC-TV reported Monday evening that radioactive Cesium 137 was leaking from the Komsomolets which sank with the loss of about 42 lives south of Spitsbergen in 1989 after hitting a reef. The report said damage was more severe than originally thought.

Yeltsin dismisses reporter — Russian President Boris Yeltsin dismissed Tuesday the head of Commonwealth of Independent States television, Yegor Yakovlev, the Russian news agency Interfax reported. In a decree dismissing Yakovlev, Yeltsin accused the journalist, one of the best-known in Russia, of allowing shortcomings in reports on the conflict between Ossetia and the breakaway Ingush republic. Interfax quoted the president’s press office as saying.

Queen asks for understanding — Britain’s Queen Elizabeth II Tuesday asked critics for greater understanding in a speech to representatives of London’s financial institutions. “No institution should expect to be free from the scrutiny of those who give it their loyalty and support — not to mention those who don’t. But we are all part of the same fabric of our society and that scrutiny can be just as effective if it is made with a touch of humour and understanding,” the queen said.

Train reaches destination — A train carrying opposition leaders to their planned anti-government march on Islambad reached Lahore Tuesday, with no violent incidents on the way. Several thousand supporters made their way through a heavy police cordon around the Lahore railway station to give a big welcome to the leaders of the People’s Democratic Alliance and the National Democratic Alliance, headed by Benazir Bhutto.

Middle East peace talks adjourn — George McGovern, former Democratic candidate for President, said Tuesday that President-elect Bill Clinton will have to intervene in the Middle East peace talks if they are to survive. The talks between Israel, on the one hand, and the Palestinians, Lebanese, Jordanians and Syrians, on the other, are in recess. When they adjourned last week, the Arab parties described the negotiations as close to a stalemate.

Charges not filed — Oakland County Prosecutor Richard Thompson will not file charges against the doctor who helped a Pennsylvania woman and her life in a Waterford Township house. The Catherine Andreyev was the sixth woman Khorovskii has helped commit suicide in Oakland County. Thompson said he would not file charges if the state Appeals Court decides to reinstate murder charges he previously filed against Khorovskii in connection with other assisted suicides.

From Daily Egyptian wire services.
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Makin' repairs
Rick Thiele, manager of the Carbondale Prosthetic Lab checks the mechanics of the elbow electric controller which replaces the arm and is controlled by muscle signals. Thiele is a certified prosthetic technician has managed the Lab for four years.

Forest Service considers plan to cut hardwoods, pine trees

By John Reznaka
Environmental Writer

The U.S. Forest Service is considering lumping together a variety of different projects into a single plan that includes cutting hardwoods and pine trees in the Shawnee National Forest.

The proposal for the Cadiz Opportunity Area, located about 50 miles southeast of Carbondale, includes hardwood timber management on 970 acres and pine management on 2,000 acres, but it does not specify the amount of trees that will be removed from the area.

It also includes openland management projects covering an unspecified area, thinning out undesirable trees on 100 acres of young hardwood stands, prescribed burning for about 500 acres of pine trees and 150 acres of hardwoods, 5.9 miles of road construction and 5.9 miles of road improvements.

Tom Neal, a forester for the Shawnee National Forest, said the environmental impact of the projects will be included in a single environmental analysis of the plan.

"In past years, we did the environmental assessments project by project," Neal said. "Now the environmental impacts of the projects will be consolidated into one document."

Neal said by consolidating the environmental analysis, the forest service is better able to evaluate the impact of the plan as a whole.

At this point, it is too early to tell what proposed projects will be approved. Neal said. Public comment on the plan and the results of the environmental analysis will be considered before the final plan is approved.

In the proposal, the forest service said hardwood timber management on 970 acres will consist of harvesting "individual low quality, high risk or mature trees to improve the stand composition and release good growing trees."

The proposal states pine trees will be removed from 2,000 acres to create conditions favorable for hardwood growth.

Joe Glisson, a member of the Regional Association of Concerned Environmentalists, said the plan is an example of the forest service trying to pass off timber harvests in ecological restoration.

He said the proposed plan ignores overwhelming public opposition to timber cutting and concerns about the environmental impact of logging.
Women's basketball smashes stereotype

“YOU THROW LIKE A GIRL” is a common insult heard on grade school basketball courts. It is usually meant to embarrass a male by referring to him as feminine, which follows the traditional stereotype that women cannot shoot a basketball as well as a man.

But the women's basketball team at SIUC destroys that stereotype. Proving that gender has little to do with athletic ability — and that women can dribble, pass and shoot as well as, and sometimes better than, their male counterparts.

The SIUC WOMEN'S BASKETBALL team finished the 1991-92 season with a 23-8 record, placed second in the Missouri Valley Conference and went on to the NCAA conference on a bid.

The men's team had a good record as well, winning 22 games and losing eight. Although it placed first in the Missouri Valley conference, the team lost in the first round on the Missouri Valley tournament.

WHILE THE RECORDS OF THE TEAMS are fairly equal, the attendance figures were not. A total of 78,785 people attended men's basketball games last season, while only 10,905 attended the women's games.

The lack of attendance at women's basketball teams is caused by factors — the Oakley Fieldhouse space of Davies gym, in which the games are held and the overshadowing presence of the men's basketball team.

The disparity of the two figures follows the trend of men's sports being given more coverage in the media. Dazzling photos of muscular men slamming dunking the basketball to score the obligatory two points often make the front page of Sports Illustrated, while stories of women making a last-second three-pointer to win the game in overtime rarely cause such a stir.

IN TODAY'S SOCIETY, WOMEN rarely are given opportunity to prove themselves athletically, and are usually delegated to more "feminine" sports such as volleyball. This subtle form of sexism is taught to us at birth — boys get a subtle form of sexism is taught to us at birth — boys get a
delegated to more girls receive a Barbie Doll.

Sports in the United States are dominated by men — the NBA and NFL do not contain one female athlete. Although this may be largely because of physical differences, it is also because women are not given as much of a chance in athletics as men are.

THE WOMEN SALUKIS HAVE four star players on team this year: Kelly Firth, Anita Scott, Anggie Rougeau and Tiffany Balder. They are expected to finish first in the conference this year. Sports fans should support the women Salukis because they are a good team — they should not be overlooked because of their gender.

Perhaps someday soon, the comment "you throw like a girl" will be taken as a compliment, and not as an insult.

Letters to the Editor

Sports team nicknames: unflattering to minorities

In 1972 the Stanford Indians changed their name to the politically correct Cardinals. Twenty years later other institutions are refusing to follow.

Do Chicago fans ever complain about nicknames like Yankees, Patriots, or Rangers? Probably not, because these nicknames are very specific and flattering to whites. If other nicknames were in use like the Houston Hymies or the Chicago Crackers, one would think a much different response would be generated.

Currently many team nicknames offend Native Americans, and anybody else with a little sense. The Atlanta Braves are just one of many that need to change names. Surely the last Native American was run out of Atlanta by the 18C, yet the Georgia area does have a proud history of aboriginal resistance — so the Braves should change their name to that of a honorable regional tribe like the Cherokee.

The Cleveland Indians don't have to change their nickname just their obnoxious mascot. This mascot, an animated Native American with a grin taking up half his face, could easily be replaced by a honorable person from Indian sub-continent heritage.

In the late 1970's the Chicago Blackhawks' name is silly because it implies that there was actually a tribe called the Blackhawks (Blackhawk was a leader of the Sauk tribe). Either Chicago should alter its name to Blackhawk's Chicago Hockey Club or change it to the more appropriate Chicago Hawks.

The Washington Redskins name is most offensive because it's the only one that's blatantly derogatory. Like the nicknames announced earlier, this name should not be tolerated. Since no right-minded humans have ever inhabited Washington until the 18C there are no local tribal names, so a new name could be the Washington Quakes.

If prestigious institutions like Stanford can change, it's time everybody else changes theirs. Maybe they're just not brave enough! —Conn L. Ciaccio, senior, history

Other viewpoints equally valid

First of all, I want to concede that I will probably receive a verbal bashing for this letter. I still, however, want to state my opinion. In my years at SIU I have avoided writing letters to the editor, but now I feel I must do so.

This is not a response on any particular subject. It is quite obvious that there have been plenty of "responses" to recent letters and on current issues. This is merely a reaction to the recent avalanche of letters written to the Daily Egyptian.

I want it to be known that I am fully in favor of free speech, and I do not oppose the expression of views (no matter how poorly conceived they are). I am just curious as to why it seems so many people feel a need to write to the Daily Egyptian to express anger and contempt at so many previous views.

I realize that this is a forum for expression, but if you do not agree with another person's opinion, does that make the opinion 'nherently wrong'? There are to sides to every story (maybe more in some cases), but just because a person opposes you viewpoint is no reason to hate that person.

I guess what I am trying to say, without tintoping through the tulips too much, is that there are many more constructive things to do on campus (and in the world) than to label those who are not like you and to hate those who differ with you opinion. —Jeff B. King, senior, political science

Whites taught racism through religion, school

Torrence Miller I appreciate you standing up and letting people know how you felt about the DE dominating the black king and queen. We need to understand, however, where we are and where surrounds us. We attend a white institution that was established for white people by white people. If we just so happen to be here then we should expect to experience racism and other injustices. Did you think you would be surrounded by tens of thousands of white people and not experience things of this nature?

White people are not intrinsically racist, no one is. But if you consider the ignorance incurred in their education, it can be understood. They're taught racism in their education. As of now, education is filled with such ideas in place, and asking an ignorant white man not to be racist is like asking a dog not to bark.

I think Mr. Jacob Meudt was just being honest, most white people really don't care about our past and that is why problems created by them centuries ago still exist. When this country witnesses a sequel to what happened in L.A. on April 29, I want Jacob Meudt to remember his words: "I don't give a damn about your past."

To My brother Torrence, I hope you continue to be outspoken about your feelings, but never forget where you are and what you came here to do. —Kyle J. Chapman, sophomore, Journalism

Editorial Policies

Signed articles, including letters, viewpoints and other commentaries, reflect the opinions of their authors only. Unsigned editorials represent a consensus of the Daily Egyptian Board.

Letters to the editor must be submitted directly to the editorial page editor, Room 1407, Communications Building. Letters should be typewritten and double spaced. All letters are subject to editing and will be limited to 300 words. Letters fewer than 250 words will be given preference for publication. Students must identify themselves and include the names and major faculty members by rank and department.

Letters for which verification of authorship cannot be made will not be published.

Opinion & Commentary

Daily Egyptian

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
I am writing in response to Jacob Meibli (Opinion Nov. 12) "Out of touch with reality," the only five words worthy of describing your concept of race relations.

Giving a damn about your past, you said. This statement unfortunately reflects the attitude of many people who feel that you wouldn't give a damn about my past considering your race. This statement is completely false because you don't seem to realize that I have a mother, father, and I suppose "carny about today", the people who have reason to distasteful, rude, and disrespectful.

Torrance Miller—the person who you so typically represents—would never say something he thought to be unjust. I commend him for being race conscious and not being afraid to let his voice be heard. He stood up in the face of the blacks—which pose no threat to your way of life. That stay in Texas, more cities have yet to put down at will eventually uplift the blacks as a whole. It was for that reason that he later received such negative feedback from you, the other members of the student body.

You, Mr. Meibli, don't seem to understand what it's like being America that pushed us into this socio-economic pit, or as you put it, the pit we "were placed in." I don't think it took two years of Reagan-Bush era past tense and I'm sure your other African-Americans felt the same. You've got it all wrong being so one-dimensional and conceptualizing not the deep-seeded aggression towards "white" America.

For years, your blatant racist statements only offended blacks instead of teaching "us" to respond to "ANCESTORS" or a "crutch." If I didn't, I offended. I took it as another case of a typical white American, making another typical racist statement.

"I'm so sorry," Terry Lee, freshman, political science
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—Rebecca Rericha, senior, early childhood
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CALENDAR

COMMUNITY

THE NEWSMAN CENTER is sponsoring its 25th annual Thanksgiving Day Meal between noon and 3 p.m. tomorrow. The meal will be held in El-Haram Hall. The meal is open to all, and includes turkey, dressing, cranberry sauce, salad and drink.

WOMEN'S TRAVEL AND SAFETY — will not operate Nov. 29. Travel will resume operation Monday, Nov. 30.

PREPARED CHILDREN'S REFRIGERATOR — supervision of the Press Children's Refrigerator will be Monday, Nov. 30, from 6:30-9:30 p.m., in the Student Union. For information, call 540-3921 (ext. 2741).

GOLDEN KEY HONOR SOCIETY — will present its third annual Film Festival at 8 p.m. today in the Chase Student Center.

CALENDAR POLICY — the deadline for Calendars, which appear on the campus, is the last day of classes. Information should be submitted to the office of the Daily Egyptian Newsroom, Room 214G.

CAUCUS, from page 1 —

the ordinary, but it could take 90 days to four months for a reply.

If the attorney general issues a decision that there was a violation, the opinion could be used to correct the violation by not allowing the Democratic caucus to meet in the future, Moore said.

Also questioned is whether the news media was notified 24 hours prior to the meeting. The Daily Egyptian was not notified officially of the meeting.

John C. Taylor, member of the board, said he left because he doubted the legality of the meeting.

"I didn't agree. I went down," he said.

"I said, "Pot (Pete Reiman, County Democratic Chairman), did you notify the press?" He said, "no."

"OK, it's illegal then."

Taylor said he believed some members of the board understood the meeting was illegal but they stayed for their own reasons.

"I wonder why a student attorney (Betsy Streeter, SIUC student attorney and member of the board) would stay if it was illegal," he said.

Taylor said a reporter from a local newspaper came to the meeting and said he was likely to stay but could not take notes. The reporter left after speaking with her editor.

"The press has a right to be notified," he said.

Streeter said she has not decided how she feels about the issue because of the different factors involved.

The problem also is that this is traditional; it happens when a new chairman is to be elected, she said.

"Because it is a council meeting, it wasn't a board meeting.

Streeter said she was glad the meeting happened because of the phone calls she was receiving in which students were persuading her to support certain people.

"I was relieved to have the meeting," she said. "It stopped the phone calls. I was just tired of it.

IBHE, from page 1 —

board has intruded into areas in which students have been making specific program recommendations.

"We have taken this step not because we lack the confidence that the actions of campuses will lead to development, but because we believe it is appropriate for the board to do so," he said.

The resolution is a chance to reclaim that territory, he said.

When asked if the added power is a measure meant to increase IMHE's authority over state universities, Van Meter said his answer would depend on how that power was used.

SIU Chancellor James Brown said the SIU administration and its board are working steadily to understand its role and what it can do in connection to PQP.

"We're trying to use our best to make significant contributions to the welfare of higher education in Illinois," Van Meter said.

"I think the resolution is simply another step in a road that will have turns and twists in it that we do not yet foresee, but we are making a commitment to a procedure that will lead us to other areas which we are committed in trying to explore,

Quern said the question of quality is at the heart of PQP, and it is not being done for financial reasons.

He said Gov. Jim Edgar and the General Assembly have protected funding for higher education in the past year.

"What you have to look at is the trend that says public finance will keep up with inflation, and any time in any year it might be higher or lower, but I think we need to follow along those guidelines. That's my goal.

Increasing taxes over cutting programs is not the answer, he said.

"The claims on any increase of tax in Illinois is not simply in the area of higher education, but in health care, mental health, child care, transportation, infrastructure, environment, and you can go down the list," he said.

The resolution also asks that Illinois colleges and universities provide a report in October 1993 on the actions taken and the results achieved, for 1992-93 PQP initiatives.

Includes:

- The Unsubsidized Stafford Loan, which is an addition to the Stafford Loan Program that enables eligible undergraduate students to pay interest and still receive aid.
- The Parent Loan for Undergraduate Students, which allows parents to secure loans based on SLS criteria.

In the future, such programs are likely to be paid for with taxes, bond sales and maybe a sales tax or income tax, depending on what level of support is needed.

Tuition and fees at SIU for the spring semester are $2,180 for in-state residents and $4,360 for out-of-state residents.

The public has a chance to express its opinions on these matters as the SIU administration and board work to understand their role and what they can do.

LOANS, from page 1 —

include:

- The Unsubsidized Stafford Loan, which is an addition to the Stafford Loan Program that enables eligible undergraduate students to pay interest and still receive aid.
- The Parent Loan for Undergraduate Students, which allows parents to secure loans based on SLS criteria.

In the future, such programs are likely to be paid for with taxes, bond sales and maybe a sales tax or income tax, depending on what level of support is needed.

Tuition and fees at SIU for the spring semester are $2,180 for in-state residents and $4,360 for out-of-state residents.

The public has a chance to express its opinions on these matters as the SIU administration and board work to understand their role and what they can do.

CLINTON, from page 1 —

holiday, and believe he may make his selections over the weekend. While he is declining publicly to identify any expected participant, one aide said the Rev. Jesse Jackson was likely to get his publicity sought to take part.

Still unclear was whether an invitation would go to Ron Paul, whom Clinton once identified as someone he appreciated having work with his administration.

Discussion of the economic conference was curtailed as White House press briefing in "little Rock, brought further attempts to lower expectations.

Those expectations initially soared with the administration aide referred to the gathering as a "summit;" since then, aides have said it will be a "conference," "conclave," or "advisory council.

Kantor compared the meetings to other summits going Clinton used during his 12 years as governor to foist major proposals.

He said the conference would begin with four or five roundtable sessions in which participants would talk, without prepared papers, with each other and with Clinton and Vice President-elect Al Gore.

The general meetings are to be held at the Arkansas State House, and smaller ones at Little Rock hotels, Kantor said.

He said the sponsors would invite five television newscasts as coverage of the event. He said he expected participants to include economists, representatives of large and small business, and "real people." Kantor was unspecific about who those "real" people might be, but he said the conference would draw a "wide diversity of folks, including stakeholders," those who "struggle" with the economy every day.

Even Republicans would participate, he predicted.

Kantor cited as a possible discussion topic Clinton's proposal for an investment tax credit. This proposal should be talked about by people who have to deal with that kind of situation every day in business, whether it's small business, banks, big banks, big companies," Kantor said.

Aides were asked about the need for such a conference, considering that Clinton has discussed his proposals and gathered public comment—over a year-long campaign. Asked if more economic plans had not been "discussed to death," Kantor replied: "We're going to discuss them to life.

Tuesday, Transition Director Warren Christopher announced the appointment of four attorneys who will serve at the transition's legal council: James Hamilton, a partner in the Washington, D.C. law firm of Sidwell & Berlin, who specializes in litigation, white collar criminal defense and ethics; James M. Lyons, a senior partner in the Washington firm of Rodgers, Armstrong, Appeal, Power and Johnson, who specializes in corporate litigation; John M. Quinn, a partner in the firm of Arnold & Porter.

"We've given Newsmen an extended legal council," said Christopher. "We've asked for a variety of attorneys, who can serve the administration by considering legal issues from a variety of perspectives.

"We're not going to ask them to look at the issues in a purely legal sense, but to consider how the administration would define a problem and how it could be handled. That's why we've asked them to work together.

"We want our legal advice to be as broad as possible, because our legal work will have to be broad as possible, because our legal work will have to be.

"We've asked for the best of the best, and we're going to give them a chance to show that."
Bulimics, anorexics come face-to-face with worst enemy

The Baltimore Sun

By Michael T. Kucik

Health Writer

The holidays are a time for love and sharing. The holidays are also a time for people to eat until their shirt buttons fly off, their pants come undone, they cannot move without help, and gravy and drool run down their chins while everybody yawns in disgust.

The holidays and weight gain go hand in hand for many people. There is no better time of the year to give up the goodies. The holidays are an irresistible part of holidays—the juicy indulgences and the giddy overflowing of the season—but for those with anorexia, bulimia and other eating disorders, this time of year puts them face-to-face with their worst enemy.

"Mealtimes were horrible anyway, so you can imagine what Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners were like," said one woman whose two daughters, now in their 20s, had eating disorders during their teens. "The one with bulimia would eat everything in sight, which you at first wouldn't think was a delight, because food is supposed to be a gift of love. And the one with anorexia, she had to go through those rituals, she'd have to eat just so, the napkin had to be placed just right."

Holidays can be problematic for bulimics, binge eaters, purgers, and anorexics, who starve to sometimes fatally low weights, with food seemingly everywhere during this time of year, from family gatherings and office parties to big feasts and endless nibbling.

"They are socially accepted binge periods," said Dr. Harry Brandt, director of Mercy Medical Center's Eating Disorders Program in Baltimore. "It's a set-up for the battled field of food."

"Food is in excess, and the foods that are in excess are the ones that are densely calorie-like," said David Roth, director of the Weight Management and Eating Disorders Institute at Shepard and Enoch Pratt Hospital. "The kind of people who eat in excess are ones who find it hard to get enough of food can get on a roll—once they start, they can't stop."

Beyond the sheer ubiquity of food during this time of year, holidays can exacerbate unresolved problems, such as depression, stress and family conflict, that trigger either over- or undereating among eating disorders, sufferers, health professionals said.

"Eating disorders are not really about eating," said Libby Champney, a social worker who leads a support group for relatives of people with eating disorders. "They're about dealing with emotional conflicts through food."

Because many eating disorders start early—the typical sufferer is a teen-age girl or young woman—they are often rooted in family problems, doctors and other health workers said. Sometimes, an eating disorder is a reaction to childhood physical, emotional or sexual abuse. The disorder can also stem from a number of other family situations: A chaotic household can make it hard for any member to maintain control over food, for example. Or, a parent's use of food as a reward or a sign of affection for a child can lead to a lifelong dependence on food as a substitute for unfilled needs.

Ruth Lahmayer, a registered dietitian and contributor to IDEA Today, gave other suggestions for keeping holiday weight gain down. She said people should start by not keeping food, like cookies, mingle rather than eat at parties and stay active and busy. Lahmayer said people should not interrupt regular exercise during the holiday season.

But more than anything else, Lahmayer said people should not expect to lose weight during the holidays, but rather focus on leveling their weight off at present levels and not get too concerned about killing themselves with diets an exercise after New Year's Eve. Eat, drink and be merry.
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Student recieves top honors at Annual Laureate Awards
By Melissa Willis
Entertainment Writer
Senior Margaret O'Boyle received a medalion and a $510 cash award and had dinner with the governor for being named StU's top student. O'Boyle was one of 50 students honored at the 16th Annual Laureate Awards Ceremony at the Capitol's House of Representatives chamber in Springfield on Saturday. "I was surprised that I won, but it makes me very happy," O'Boyle said. "I also feel that it is a great honor because StU and President John C. Guyo, said O'Boyle is a shining example of academic excellence. "Margaret O'Boyle is an extraordinary young woman. It has been a privilege to have her at the University," Guyo said. "She is quite outstanding in the classroom as well as other areas." O'Boyle is president of the Society if Civil Engineers, corresponding secretary of the American Society of Civil Engineers and corresponding secretary of the Beta Pi. She is also a member in the engineering society and engineering joint student council.
Each Student Laureate received a medalion, certificate and $150 cash award presented by Gov. Jim Edgar. A reception at the executive mansion followed the ceremony. "The ceremony was very exciting," O'Boyle said. "It was hard to believe the governor was there." The Lincoln Academy's Student Laureate Awards are presented for educational excellence in curricular and extracurricular activities to seniors from the four-year, degree-granting colleges and universities in Illinois. Laureates are nominated by their college and submitted by each school and reviewed by the Lincoln Academy.
The Lincoln Academy is the oldest among the 50 states. It was established 27 years ago to honor Illinois' most distinguished citizens with the state's highest award, the Order of Lincoln. The Lincoln Academy also recognizes Student Laureates for the honors they bring to Illinois by their academic achievements.

Divorce causes stress in kids during holiday
The Washington Post
Thanksgiving is a day of many meals, the bonus one being that we are all smiling Pilgrims in perfect families. It is also a day to see and talk to each other. But ask a child of divorce about the "War of the Cranberries." For this child has grown up through the process of marital uncoupling, Thanksgiving often starts from hell. It is the time when children are pulled between two families, when parents as they careen from one holiday ritual to the next in two separate households.
A Thanksgiving, a separated couple performs parallel and separate rituals. But this 50-split merely camouflages the conflict raging between the basic truth, "We can make just as good stuffing with apples and nuts as Mommy does," says the father. Or, in upping the ante, the mother quips when the children return for their second turkey meal, "I suppose she was there, the one with mascara for her eyes."
It's not long before the nuclear missiles are launched, using the metaphor of who is the dirtiest, Sara. Doesn't your mother pay any attention to you? Or, "I guess when Thanksgiving comes, the Sundays go to New York instead of seeing you, Bobby." Additional point, "So even if my father sends the check, you can't visit." But meanwhile: "How do you "pay" your divorcer so that he has no rights?"
No wonder that children get stomachaches from too much turkey and stress-sickness that can last a lifetime.

Should eating différence provide an educational experience for both physicians and older patients. "A physician is the only person outside the family who sees the older adult regularly." Beverly E. Eadic, Sarah Elizabeth George, Peter A. Harris, Maria Panagiotis, Epanatopoulou, Bari A. Sonninen, and Elizabeth Rose Wagel were initiated into regular membership.
Jonathan Wayne Burton, Emmanuel C. Dlay, Matthew G. Pain, Olga Elizabeth Helmy, Jeffrey Scott Kerr, Rakesh Kumar, Sandra A. Mahmad, Emma Louise Mangun, Maciej M. Stary, Kevin W. Tadin and Leo T. Westing were initiated into associate membership.
Beta Beta Beta has numerous opportunities for encouraging scholarly attainment, Dyer said. On a national level, it provides members with the opportunity to submit research papers to BDL, the society's j-urnal, and get them published.
Locally, the group plans to establish tutoring science service for SIUC students and to go into area schools to encourage an interest in science.

Membership doubles for Biological Society
By Angela L. Hyland
General Assignment Writer
Membership in the Iota Zeta Chapter of Beta Beta Beta Biological Society was doubled Friday when 20 new members were initiated.
Membership in the organization is based on academic excellence and intellectual interest, said William Dyer, the associate dean in the College of Science.
Nine students joined the membership as regular members and eleven joined as associate members.
"Associate members have an interest in life science, but they don't qualify to be a full member," Dyer said. "This is usually because they're not sophomores. Members should be at least second semester sophomores, but if they're good students with an interest in life science, they can join as associate members.

Exaggerated rumors start about puppy
The Hartford Courant
Runners of a celebrity's death or absence are seldom doubted as old as celebrities. They go at least as far back as Mark Twain. "The rumors of my death are exaggerated" said Paul McCartney, "I am on, dead man!"
But as rumor starts with a bang that a puppy (yes, a puppy) has a terminal illness—or has died in a car accident—that's what happened recently.
Ennie, the puppy friend of Bert on "Seanne Sesame Street," has been the subject of such rumors for at least a year and a half. The rumor doesn't die, even though the creators of the public-television show have a letter prepared, which they're good about sending to a moment's notice in response to a tragic tragedy, and foremost let me say Ennie is alive and well," begins the letter from Ellen Morgenstern, director of media relations for the Children's Television Workshop in New York.

Cases of neglect, abuse of elderly widely publicized
The Washington Post
"The American Medical Association has some first guidelines on elderly abuse, urging physicians and other health-care workers to be more alert to signs of mistreatment or neglect of older patients by their families or caregivers.
The guidelines, part of a new AARP campaign against family violence, come amid growing national concern about a long-standing problem in which many at 2 million elderly Americans are believed to be victims of abuse or neglect each year.
The problem was highlighted by a widely publicized "granny dating" case in which a 48-year-old Oregon woman went on trial last week on charges that she abandoned her 89-year-old father, who has Alzheimer's disease, at a rural nursing home while on his pension checks.

But most elderly abuse goes unreported, with the victims themselves embarrassed, intimidated or unaware of how to get help, according to experts. "So many people suffer in silence," said Robert Allen, chief psychiatrist at Winthrop-University Hospital in Mineola, N.Y., and a member of the elderly abuse task force of the New York City Department of Aging.
"A whole process of education has to occur for both physicians and older patients." A musician may be the only person outside the family who sees the older adult regularly.

Membership doubles for Biological Society
By Angela L. Hyland
General Assignment Writer
Membership in the Iota Zeta Chapter of Beta Beta Beta Biological Society was doubled Friday when 20 new members were initiated.
Membership in the organization is based on academic excellence and intellectual interest, said William Dyer, the associate dean in the College of Science.
Nine students joined the membership as regular members and eleven joined as associate members.
"Associate members have an interest in life science, but they don't qualify to be a full member," Dyer said. "This is usually because they're not sophomores. Members should be at least second semester sophomores, but if they're good students with an interest in life science, they can join as associate members.

Exaggerated rumors start about puppy
The Hartford Courant
Runners of a celebrity's death or absence are seldom doubted as old as celebrities. They go at least as far back as Mark Twain. "The rumors of my death are exaggerated" said Paul McCartney, "I am on, dead man!"
But as rumor starts with a bang that a puppy (yes, a puppy) has a terminal illness—or has died in a car accident—that's what happened recently.
Ennie, the puppy friend of Bert on "Seanne Sesame Street," has been the subject of such rumors for at least a year and a half. The rumor doesn't die, even though the creators of the public-television show have a letter prepared, which they're good about sending to a moment's notice in response to a tragic tragedy, and foremost let me say Ennie is alive and well," begins the letter from Ellen Morgenstern, director of media relations for the Children's Television Workshop in New York.
CUBA, from page 1

Cuba to foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies.

"The law, passed by Congress and signed by President Bush in October, also prohibits all ships, of whatever foreign or not, from visiting U.S. ports within six months of docking in Cuba."

The law has been seen by many governments as an attempt by a foreign power to regulate other nations' domestic companies.

The United States has maintained an embargo of one kind or another against trade with Cuba for more than three decades.

But Tuesday's vote was the first time that the Castro government has ever won support in the United Nations for a resolution denouncing the embargo.

"The United States chooses not to trade with Cuba for good reasons," Watson said. "The government of Cuba, in violation of international law, expropriated billions of dollars worth of private property belonging to U.S. individuals and has refused to make reasonable restitution."

But Cuban Ambassador Alcibíades Hidalgo Basulto told the General Assembly that the U.S. embargo was an attempt "to impose upon the Cuban people a political, social and economic system to the liking of the United States." Hidalgo said the embargo, which he called a blockade, had seriously damaged the Cuban economy in the last 30 years and therefore violated "the most universal norms of international law, not to mention basic considerations of morality."

Ambassador Thomas L. Richardson of Britain, speaking on behalf of the European nations that abstained, said that although Europe wanted to encourage Cuba's transition to democracy, the U.S. law was "a violation of a general principle of international law and the sovereignty of independent nations."

The Cuban resolution was made more palatable to U.S. allies because it did not mention the United States by name.
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FOUR BEDROOMS
314 S. Beverley Drive
619 S. Legan
402 W. Oak #1

Call 619-675-5174

HALLOWEEN Time is here. Los Angeles, long hair. $1,000 value. $250 down. Call 619-5174

SIX BEDROOMS
314 S. Beverley Drive
619 S. Legan
402 W. Oak #1

Available now.

Best selection in town.

FOR RENT

ONE BEDROOM
402 S. University #9
314 S. Beverley Drive

SIX BEDROOMS
619 S. Legan
803 S. Hilltop
402 W. Oak #1

New 2 and 3 bedroom townhouses one block from campus.
DOES NOT DEPEND ON YOUR KNOWLEDGE...
**Comics**

**Doonesbury**

by Garry Trudeau

In all years, I cannot remember a prettier presidency. Who can compare him with the man who gambled with more personal, irreligious, and un-Americanized hands in so doing, who has allowed the headlines to begin.

**Shoe**

by Jeff MacNelly

There is no greater brains, if you let me put it that way. Why, darling...

**Calvin and Hobbes**

by Bill Watterson

I'm afraid I've just used a store-bought calculator that can do more functions than he could figure out if his life depended on it.

**Mother Goose and Grimm**

by Mike Peters

Scientific Creationists explain how light began.

**Walt Kelly's Pogo**

by Pete and Carolyn Kelly

He never could... he just wouldn't... or shouldn't.

**Today’s Puzzle**

Across
1. Food fish
2. Scribe
3. Fish
4. Two
5. Auntie
6. Small fish
7. Silver
8. Fish
9. Monk
10. Fish
11. Iceland, bird
12. Channel
13. Cake
14. Fish
15. A word from the crab
16. Pakistan
17. Fish
18. The
19. Dreamer
20. Fish
21. Serpent
22. Silver
23. Fish
24. The
25. ‘s
26. ‘s
27. Varga
28. ‘s
29. ‘s
30. ‘s
31. ‘s
32. ‘s
33. ‘s
34. ‘s
35. ‘s
36. ‘s
37. ‘s
38. ‘s
39. ‘s
40. ‘s
41. ‘s
42. ‘s
43. ‘s
44. ‘s
45. ‘s
46. ‘s
47. ‘s
48. ‘s
49. ‘s
50. ‘s
51. ‘s
52. ‘s
53. ‘s
54. ‘s
55. ‘s
56. ‘s
57. ‘s
58. ‘s
59. ‘s
60. ‘s
61. ‘s
62. ‘s

Down
1. Part of a fish
2. Jack
3. Fish
4. Dip out
5. Table measure
6. Sliced into 4
7. Sliced into 2
8. ‘s
9. ‘s
10. ‘s
11. ‘s
12. ‘s
13. ‘s
14. ‘s
15. ‘s
16. ‘s
17. ‘s
18. ‘s
19. ‘s
20. ‘s
21. ‘s
22. ‘s
23. ‘s
24. ‘s
25. ‘s
26. ‘s
27. ‘s
28. ‘s
29. ‘s
30. ‘s
31. ‘s
32. ‘s
33. ‘s
34. ‘s
35. ‘s
36. ‘s
37. ‘s
38. ‘s
39. ‘s
40. ‘s
41. ‘s
42. ‘s
43. ‘s
44. ‘s
45. ‘s
46. ‘s
47. ‘s
48. ‘s
49. ‘s
50. ‘s
51. ‘s
52. ‘s
53. ‘s
54. ‘s
55. ‘s
56. ‘s
57. ‘s
58. ‘s
59. ‘s
60. ‘s
61. ‘s
62. ‘s

Solving this puzzle is a snap, just click on "Solve" to get the answers!
HAPPY THANKSGIVING

NATURE’S BEST TURKEYS

38¢ LB.
LIMIT 1 WITH $10.00 PURCHASE
19¢ LB.
LIMIT 1 WITH $50.00 PURCHASE
“FREE TURKEY”

0¢ LB.
LIMIT 1 WITH $75.00 PURCHASE

TENNESSEE PRIDE
PORK SAUSAGE
$1.49
1 LB. ROLL

OHSE WHOLE
TURKEY HAMS
$1.19
LB.

BAKER’S REAL SEMI-SWEET
CHOCOLATE CHIPS
$1.68
NO LIMIT 12 OZ.

YOUR FAVORITE
PEPSI PRODUCTS
$2.69
LIMIT 4 12 PK. CANS

FRESH SOUTHERN
U.S. #1 YAMS
4 LB. $1.00

C&H SUGAR
POWDERED OR BROWN
89¢
2 LB. BAGS

CRISCO OIL
BIG 48 OZ.

PRAIRIE FARMS
ORANGE JUICE
$1.19
½ GAL.

LIPTON TEA BAGS
$1.79
100 CT.

CRISPOL RG"N SERVES
2 FOR $1.00

BAKERY LARGE 10 INCH PUMPKIN PIES
$2.99 EACH

TIMES SQUARE DISCOUNT LIQUORS
CARBONDALE LOCATION ONLY — WE MATCH ALL COMPETITOR’S ADS.

BUDWEISER REG-LIGHT-DRY
24 PK. CANS
$11.69

GORDON’S VODKA 750 ml
$10.99

JIM BEAM 750 ml
$6.99

SEAGRAM'S GIN 750 ml
$6.99

TAYLOR CALIFORNIA CELLARS
WHITE CHARDONNAY- 750 ml
$6.99

BALLATORE GRAN SPUMANTE
750 ml
$24.99

MILLER REG-LIGHT-DARK DAY
24 PK. CANS
$11.69

MICHELOB REG-LIGHT-DARK DAY
6 PK. Bottles
$3.29

LOCALY OWNED

Compare The Bottom Line

Your One Stop Shopping Experience
Open 24 Hours a Day 7 Days a Week
1902 W. Main Street, 15 W
Carbondale, Illinois
62903
457-0284

We Honor All Competitors’ Current Weekly Ads
Double Matching Prices on All Everyday

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Printing Errors
NFL needs new rules to protect quarterbacks

By Bob Oates
Los Angeles Times

The hunters in the Pittsburgh Steelers' defensive line blew down another quarterback Sunday, and the Philadelphia Eagles did it again.

Both injured passers, Jack Trudeaux of the Indianapolis Colts and Jim Everett of the New York Giants, left with concussions after attacks by linemen.

In each case, the blow to the quarterback's head was legal, if not marginally legal. Of the many quarterbacks knocked out of National Football League games this fall, the most seriously injured was Cal Ripken by players who weren't penalized for tackling with lethal intent in their helmets.

And that's the problem.

The NFL has, in effect, declared open season on quarterbacks, and it's a purely legal asphyxiation. The fewer of them there are, the merrier.

For this damage is needless.

The NFL needs three new rules—it should be a violation to hit a player in the head, neck area or spinal column with a helmet. Penalty: ejection and loss of a game's salary. It should be a violation to deliberately drive a quarterback into the ground. Penalty: ejection and a fine. A quarterback should be ejected when a passer's head is snapped on the ground, or his shoulder in the jaws of a rusher.

A football player who is down is down. He can't get up and run with the ball. The only reason for the excessive force is to hurt the passer. It should be a violation to buster a passer after he has thrown the ball. The rule allows a player to take a step or two after the pass is gone and then smash into the quarterback. The only reason for it is pass interference, should be immediately revoked.

It is a license to inflict serious injury.

A properly written rule would make this point: Whenever the ball is dead, players must be required to ease up before hitting the quarterback.

A hit might be inescapable, but it is unnecessary and avoidable, and should be outlawed. Giving the receiver a better chance to make a catch is the benefit of the doubt.

Talking about this all night long, Deacon Jones, the Los Angeles Ra m at Famer who coined the term "sack," its football meaning, said, "Everyone who has ever played or ref ered the game can tell if whether a defensive player is letting up or coming full bore at the passer. You can look at the old (Ram films). As badly as I wanted sacks, I always let up if the ball was gone."

That should be mandatory.

When John Elway couldn't play here Sunday, the list of quarterbacks who have been hurt by every NFL game since opening day last year was reduced to four: Jim Everett, Dan Marino, Mark Rypien and Jim Harbaugh. It's a last man's club.

The others weren't all injured in action, but most were.

Warren Moon, for instance, has been knocked out twice in the last month in by players who attacked him with their helmets.

On Nov. 1, the Houston quarterback was blitted and sacked by Steeler safety Rod Woodson, who drove him into the ground with such force that Moon suffered a concussion.

On Nov. 5, Moon took a hard hit after scrambling with the ball, was falling forward toward ground when Minnesota Vikings safety Vince Glenn ran in and stripped him in the arm, breaking a bone.

In the NFL, this season, it's happening.

Last Sunday, for example, Giants quarterback Hostetler, after completing a nine-yard pass, was hit by Philadelphia Defensive Lineman Mike Pringle who drove his head into Hostetler's face.

Rams quarterback's third concussion this year—and another premature ou t of the game. The rules. It's the rules that are wrong.

BRUINS, from page 16

Westwood, the land of easily bruised egos, is said diplomatically that all his players are valuable, but said of Edney: "He might be more valuable because of all the things he does.

Not many would have predicted it 13 months ago.

"He came in as a little freshman. We only expected him to do anything," said Mitchell Butler, UCLA's senior center. "He's really played, and he's the team's leader in number of points and playing time."

And then this kid started to play and everybody's eyes were just butting out of their heads."

At the start of practice last year, Edney, who was shunned by his peers and a possible redshirt. "Hartie," had to be talked into returning from the Beach Poly High by former assistants Tony Pulliz and Brad Holland.

But during the NCAA tournament last March, Edney was a starter, playing ahead of senior Darrick Martin, UCLA's all-time leader in games played and starts. He's on all-time assist leader.

In between, Edney opened the eyes of former UCLA coach John Wooden, who told Harrick that Edney saw the floor better than anyone else on the team.

Edney didn't play well during the NCAA tournament, making only 26.1 percent of his shots and missing all nine of his three-point attempts, but he had done enough before then to earn the adulation of the Bruin body student and scare away potential recruits who played the same position.

Harrick said the mother of one prospect, worried about where her son would fit into UCLA's plans, said of Edney: "He seems to be the fans' favorite."

"It's as much because of his tenacity as his stature."

"He plays recklessly," said Harrick, who worries that Edney might injure himself.

Last season, Edney suffered a bruised tailbone when he was knocked through the air by Thomas Hill of Duke, prompt ing his ascent to the starting lineup.

He played only four minutes during the Bruins' next two games but returned to play 26 minutes in an 89-81 victory over Arizona that gave UCLA its first Pacific 10 Conference championship since 1987.

Earning his place in the starting lineup for the tournament, Edney scored a season-high 13 points against the Wildcats, made five of six shots and added five assists, four rebounds and a steal without making a turnover.

It was the type of performance that will be expected this season, both by Edney and his teammates.

"Last year, I played a lot, so that helped," said Edney, who averaged ed 11.5 points, 5.3 rebounds, 3.0 assists and 2.0 steals last week. "But this year, I think I need to step up, senior­wise. I need to be more of a leader.

I feel that sometimes I have to get the team going a little bit, pick it up defensively and get the intensity going so that it's contagious.

New York's Co-captain criticizes

Nowaday

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.—Carl Banks never has been one to wave the New York Giants' dirty laundry public in, to point fingers in someone's face. Last week, he went so far as to shove a sock in his mouth when asked if he was threatening to quit because the Giants weren't playing.

In his case, Banks believes in keeping strife within the family. But the nine-year linebacker couldn't keep silent Monday when asked about his role as a team captain. A day after a 47-34 loss to the Eagles the Dodgers to St.- Louis last week, Banks openly questioned why Ray Hadley isn't using him to bridge a troublesome communica tion gap between the coaches and players.

"If there are things that coaches need to get across to players, normally they'd go to the assistant team leaders that never happens," said Banks, a co­ captain with Lawrence Taylor since first-year Carson and George Martin retired in 1988.

"Ray and I don't talk that much," Banks said. "Every now and then we say good morning to each other. It's no big deal to me. But if you want to get things done, I think (he) should appoint somebody as the guy to voice his concerns. I don't know if he talks to anybody on the team. That could be part of the problem."

Banks still was trying to rekindle diplomatic relations, he stressed, "I'm not campaigning for anything" and added that the coaching staff doesn't play the game."

But he saw how Bill Parcells united his other players and thinks Hadley should use him in the same way.

Rangers desperado refuses to leave town

The Washington Post

MONTREAL—The hockey fans at Madison Square Garden consider Tie Domi, the enforcer for the New York Rangers, one of their favorites. It's not unlike the way children enjoy watching the circus clowns who also perform frequently in that building.

They can't get enough of the outlandish. He bats a bit goofy, with a shaved head on top of the 5-10, 215-pound frame. He is not someone who agreed with the recent rule changes that have cut fighting and roughing.

Last week, in Toronto Montreal coach Al MacNeil was looking forward to the Dec. 2 game against Detroit, when Domi planned to agree take on Red Wings heavy- weight Bob Probert. Despite this declaration, Domi seemed to think there would be no instigator penalty called. He also suggested that he was looking forward to the Dec. 17 game against St. Louis. That game will be on ESPN and Domi said, "I'm going to dedicate it to people who cry when we fight on TV."

Well, while the new marketing-conscious NHL is happy to have open discussion of many hockey issues, this was not what they had in mind.

"I believe people have the right to defy the law if they wish, as long as they understand that they're going to pay a penalty for doing it," NHL president and one-time assistant commissioner Gil Stein said. "One power we do not have in the National Hockey League is the power to make people feel. And if I did, I wouldn't use it. ... The type of views he's expressing, I agree with those and I may be obliged to do something about it."

Domi's not going to change and now he just wants to fight," said Todd Ewen, who provides a physical presence for the Montreal Canadiens. "He's going to hurt someone and we'll have to take care of it the best we can."

Problem Answers

Spot the turkey Today in the classified section and start gobbling. The day the turkey appears, if you are the 5th caller who correctly identifies the location and can gobble, you win a free classified ad.

Winners names will be printed Tuesday, December 1st.